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Disclaimer 

 

By accepting this document and reading its contents you agree to be bound by the terms of 

this disclaimer. 

 

The use of the contents of this document is at your own risk.  The Citrus Academy does not 

warrant that the content of this document is suitable for your intended use or that it is free of 

inaccuracies or omissions.  The opinions and advice expressed in this document are not 

necessarily those of the Citrus Academy.  The Subtropical plants Academy, its directors, 

officers, employees, agents and contractors shall not be liable for any loss or damage of any 

nature suffered by any person as a direct or indirect result of the use of, or inability to use 

any advice, opinion or information contained in this document, or any misrepresentation, 

misstatement or omission, whether negligent or otherwise, contained in this document. 

 

You indemnify the Citrus Academy against any claim by any third party against the Citrus

Academy, its directors, officers, employees, agents or contractors arising from, or in 

connection with, the use of, or reliance on, the contents of this document.  It is your 
responsibility to determine suitability of the contents of this document for your intended use. 
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Directions 
 
1. Learning Material 

 

Information in boxes is indicated by tags that show: 

 

 

Definitions of terms that you may not know. 

 

 

 

Examples that will help you understand concepts. 

 

 

Interesting information for reference purposes. 

 

 

Practical exercises that you need to complete in your 

 

 

Summaries of the information contained in the chapter. 

 

 

Tips and reminders to help the facilitator. 

 

 

Timeframes for completing certain tasks and modules. 
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Introduction 
 
1. Purpose 

 
The learner achieving this unit standard will have the ability to propagate plants. 

 

Learners will gain specific knowledge and skills in plant propagation and will be able to operate in a plant 
production environment implementing sustainable and economically viable production principles. 

 
They will be capacitated to gain access to the mainstream agricultural sector, in plant production, 

impacting directly on the sustainability of the sub-sector.  The improvement in production technology 

will also have a direct impact on the improvement of agricultural productivity of the sector. 
 

2. Learning Assumed to Be in Place 
 

It is assumed that a learner attempting this unit standard will show competence against the following 
unit standards or equivalent: 

 

NQF Level 
Unit 

Standard 
Number 

Unit Standard Description 

NQF4 Literacy and Numeracy 

1 116205 Propagate plants 

1 116156 Collect agricultural data 

2 116053 Understand basic soil fertility and plant nutrition 

2 116060 
Utilise and perform minor repair and maintenance tasks on 
implements, equipment and infrastructure 
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Introduction to Sub-Tropical Fruit Production 
 

1. Introduction 

 
This learning material has been developed in the context of subtropical fruit production, which means 
that the skills area is dealt with in terms of and as applied to subtropical fruit production.  To help the 
learner place the material in the right context, it is necessary for the learner to understand the 

background to subtropical fruit production, and the manner in which a subtropical fruit plant produces 

fruit. 
 

3. Background 
 

Subtropical fruit originates from the tropical and subtropical regions of the world. In the wild, trees in 

these regions produce fruit all year round, and the fruit are normally small, poorly coloured (in the case 
of litchis and mangoes) and blemished.  In the absence of effective production practices, trees do not 

produce fruit suitable for the market. 
 

Fruit and nut production is largely concerned with management of the practices and processes that 
manipulate the tree to produce high yields of marketable fruit and nuts.  Production management, 

together with the selection of superior varieties and plant improvement, can be seen as an on-going 

effort to influence the natural tendencies of the tree. 
 

Consumers want the fruit and nuts of their choice to be available at all times.  Fruit should look good, be 
unblemished, well-coloured (superior exterior quality), taste good (high interior quality) and be of the 

right size.  At the same time, the producer wants orchards that will provide high yields over an orchard 

lifespan of that may exceed half a century.  On top of all this, the orchard must be managed in such a 
way that production practices have the least possible impact on the natural environment.  Commercial 

production management is about achieving these objectives efficiently and cost effectively 
 

1. Tree Planting 
 

Trees are planted in rows in orchards.  The planting distance, also called tree spacing or espacement, 
between rows and between trees within rows, is determined by numerous factors including climate, 
variety, and soil type.  A typical semi-intensive tree spacing for macadamias, avocados and litchis is 8m 

between rows by 4m between trees, meaning that 315 trees per hectare (ha) are planted (1ha = 10,000 
m2), while a semi-intensive mango orchard is planted at a spacing of 6m between rows with 3m 

between trees, resulting in 555 trees per hectare.  

 
Once planted, trees take three or more years before bearing fruit that can be marketed.  Thereafter, per 

tree and per hectare yields steadily increase – depending on cultivar and variety – after a further 4 to 7 
years.  If trees are well looked after, this level of production will remain fairly constant until trees start to 

decline naturally. 

 

 

Yield 
 

Yield refers to the amount of fruit produced, and can be expressed in terms of: 
Tree yield kg per tree kg/tree 

Orchard yield tons per hectare t/ha 

Export yield  carton equivalents per hectare for fresh fruit, and kg kernel for macadamia nuts
 cartons/ha 
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4. Lifespan 

 

The average economic lifespan of commercial orchards varies, and can be as high as 30 to 60 years 
under optimal conditions.  These tree crops, including macadamias, avocados, mangoes and litchis are 

therefore viewed as long-term crops.  For production to be profitable, the orchard must produce high 
yields of quality fruit every year, and do this consistently over a long period of time. 

 
In fruit and nut production therefore the challenge is to make production decisions and take actions to 

ensure high annual production of marketable fruit and nuts, while ensuring that these decisions and 

actions contribute to the long-term sustainability of the orchard. 
 

5. Plant Phenology 
 
 

 

Phenology 
 

Phenology refers to regularly recurring biological phenomena and the environmental and climatic factors that 

influence them.  In tree crops, phenology specifically refers to the annual cycle of the tree. 

 
Understanding the phenology of a tree is essential to understanding the reasoning behind many of the 

practices and actions employed in fruit production.  For example, the timing of fertiliser applications is 
linked to the phenology of the tree, with most fertilisers being applied at appropriate times to optimise 

flowering, fruiting, fruit development and fruit maturation. 

 
The figures below set out the annual cycle of avocado, litchi, mango and macadamia trees with regard 

to fruit production.  Please note that this figure and table reflect the approximate flower and fruit 
development cycle of these tree crops, and that the phenology may differ according to area, cultivar and 

climatic conditions.  
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Figure 7.1. Annual Cycle of the Avocado 

 
Figure 7.2. Annual Cycle of the Litchi 
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Figure 7.3. Annual Cycle of the Mango 
 

 
Figure 7.4. Annual Cycle of the Macadamia 
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Stage Description 

Flower Induction and Initiation 
Flower initiation is the induction and differentiation of vegetative buds 

into flower buds at a cellular level, and cannot be seen with the naked 
eye. 

Flowering Flowering or “bloom” is when blossoms appear on the tree. 

Cell Division and Fruit Set 
Cell division is the period when cells making up the fruit increase in 
number.  Fruit set is the period from flowering or “bloom” until the end 

of fruitlet drop, after which the final fruit load is determined. 

Cell Enlargement and Fruit 

Growth 

Cell enlargement is the period during which cells making up the fruit 

increase in size.  Fruit growth is the period during which the fruit grows 
and develops. 

Fruit Maturation and further Fruit 
Growth 

During this period fruit enlarges further and matures internally.  

Harvest 

 

Because avocados are produced at varied 
latitudes and altitudes throughout South Africa, 

fruit is harvested throughout the year in 
different regions. The peak production period 
for South African avocados however extends 
over a 22 week period between March and 

September. 

 

Mangoes are normally harvested from mid 

November to the middle of April, although this 
may differ between cultivar and production 

area. 

 

Litchis only have a small harvesting window 

from December to the end of February. 

 

Macadamia nuts begin to fall from trees from 

the beginning of March to the end of July. 
During this period nuts are continuously picked 

up (this is true for all cultivars except Beaumont 
[695] which required nuts to be stripped from 

trees when nuts are mature). 
 

 
It is important to note the term season (avocado season, mango season, litchi season) refers to the 

period from when flower initiation begins to the harvest.  The season is generally from the beginning of 

August of one year to the end of February (Litchis), April (Mangos) and July Avocados) of the next year, 
although this period is influenced by numerous factors and harvesting may extend for late cultivars. 
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6. Sub-Tropical Fruit Learning Material 

 
The following subtropical fruit specific learning material is available from the Subtropical Fruit Growers 

Association: 
 

Skills Area Description 

Enterprise Selection, Planning 
and Establishment 

Concerns itself with identifying the various components of an 
agricultural enterprise, and with the selection and planning processes 

for a new enterprise, and looks at the physical layout of a farm, with 
specific reference to infrastructure, orchard layout, etc. 

Propagation 
Concerns the various methods and requirements for the multiplication 
of plant material of specific varieties that possess desired qualities. 

Crop Establishment 
Concerns the establishment of a new subtropical fruit, in terms of the 
physical planting of trees and the care for young trees. 

Plant Structures and Functions 
Considers the structure and function of various plant parts and the 

manner in which nutrients, water, air and sunlight is taken up and 

processed. 

Plant Nutrition and Soil 
Management 

Concerns itself with plant nutrients, in terms of the requirements of 
the subtropical fruit plant and the supplementation of nutrient 

elements through fertilisation, with specific reference to the timing 

and manner of application. 

Water Quality 

Considers the various factors that influence water quality and 
manners in which water quality can be measured and controlled.  

Considers furthermore the effect of water quality on tree and fruit 

growth and development, in combination with effective irrigation, 
fertilisation and pest control. 

Plant Manipulation 
Concerns various types of physical and chemical plant manipulation, 

with specific reference to pruning, girdling and the application of plant 

growth hormones, and tools and equipment used for this purpose. 

Irrigation 

Looks at the technical aspects of orchard irrigation, with reference to 
the types of irrigation systems, the installation of new irrigation 

systems, and the repair and maintenance of an irrigation system.  

Also concerns irrigation scheduling, and measures to ensure effective 
irrigation. 

Pests, Diseases and Weeds 
Concerns the identification of pests, diseases and weeds that threaten 

subtropical fruit production.  Also considers various methods of 

effective control, and the planning required for this purpose. 

Crop Protection 
Looks at the practical application of crop protection agents through 
various methods, with specific reference to tools and equipment used, 

and health and safety requirements. 

Food Safety 
Concerns the requirements in terms of health and safety, and 

environmental control for ensuring food safety and hygiene. 

Harvesting 
Looks at the process of determining fruit maturity through maturity 

indexing, the harvesting of fruit, and the tools and equipment used for 
this purpose. 

Conservation Considers the impact of farming practices on the environment, with 
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Skills Area Description 

reference to the measures required to minimise this impact and 
protect the environment. 

Marketing 
Concerns the factors influencing subtropical fruit marketing, and the 
development of an effective marketing plan. 

Production Management 

Concerns the actions and processes involved in effective 

production management, with specific reference to the 
coordination of the various production tasks and processes 

and the creation of a strategic plan for the enterprise. 

Industry Overview 
An overview of the subtropical fruit industry and the various 

institutions involved. 

Packhouse Practices 

Concerns the specific principles and practices that are employed in 

Packhouse environments, and specifically: 
 

• Receiving 

• Sorting 

• Grading 

• Fruit Sizing 

• Cold Chain Management 

• Packing 

• Palletising 

• Storage 

• Dispatch 

• Fruit Markets 

• Fruit Quality 

• Fruit Treatment 

• Health and Safety 

• Hygiene 

• Product Characteristics 
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Chapter 1 
 

After completing this chapter, the learner will be able to: 
 

Recognise the environmental requirements for propagation in a specific agricultural production 

context 

 

 
1. Introduction 

 
 

 

Propagation 
 

Propagation in sub-tropical fruit production refers to the multiplication of plant material that is of a specific 

cultivar and variety, and that possesses more desirable characteristics, such as yield, fruit size and shape 
and internal quality. 

 

Man has propagated plant material almost as long as he has cultivated the land to produce food.  For a 
long time, plants were propagated mainly by using the seed of existing plants. 

 

Better methods were discovered over time that allowed the farmer to retain the desirable qualities of 
plant material, while eliminating some of the less desirable qualities.  Through these methods, the 

farmer was also able to eliminate the variations between plants of the same cultivar and produce more 
consistently. 

 

Today, sub-tropical fruit farmers buy their plant material from commercial sub-tropical fruit nurseries.  
The farmer is able to obtain plant material of a wide variety of cultivars that have qualities most suited 

to his specific environment. 
 

2. Environmental Requirements for Sub-tropical fruit Propagation 
 

Plants produced by propagation must be healthy and adhere to specified standards.  To achieve this, the 

following factors are monitored closely: 
 

• Humidity 

• Aeration 

• Light quality and quantity 

• Temperature 

• Moisture 
 
In nature, there is an interaction between these factors and they all affect each other.  In a controlled 

environment, such as a nursery, light is an influential factor in this interaction.  Light changes the 

temperature, which in turn affects the humidity level. 
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A plant has the natural ability to regulate its level of activity according to environmental conditions, such 
as at specific levels of temperature and humidity.  Extremes in temperatures and humidity can cause 

plant growth to stop, which may lead to the plant dying if the conditions persist. 

 
Environmental conditions therefore play an important role in the ability of a plant to grow and in general 

plant health.  Effectively regulating these factors enables one to propagate and grow healthy plants. 
 

Controlling these factors is important in all the propagation methods, but even more so for cuttings.  A 
cutting is a separate part of a plant and care must be taken that the metabolic processes continue 

without interruption, otherwise the plant-part will not survive.  There is no element of dormancy in this 

case. 
 

 

Dormancy 
 

Dormancy refers to the ability of certain plant-parts, such as seeds, to suspend metabolic processes until 
ideal environmental conditions occur. 

 

Metabolic Processes 
 

Metabolic processes refer to organic chemical processes inside a cell that enable life. 
 

 

2.1. Humidity 

 

 

Humidity 

 
Humidity, also referred to as relative humidity, is the amount of water vapour in the air at a given 

temperature, and is expressed as a percentage.  This means that at 20% relative humidity, 20% of any 
given volume of air will consist of suspended water molecules. 

 
Humidity levels are especially important in allowing the plant to carry on with its metabolic 

processes at desired rates. 
 

The ideal relative humidity for sub-tropical fruit propagation ranges between 80% and 95% for 

seed germination and production of cuttings, and in the region of 60% outdoors for budding and 
seedbed methods.  Seed germination is faster at higher humidity levels, as is the ‘take’ in cuttings.  

In warm and dry areas, the level of humidity often falls below 55% on hot summer days, making 
budding more delicate and requiring close monitoring. 

 
2.2. Aeration 
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Plants can only grow and survive in a balanced environment, where both oxygen (O2) and carbon 
dioxide (CO2) are sufficient.  The processes of respiration and photosynthesis make use of both O2 

and CO2 to sustain the growth and development of the plant. 

 

 

Respiration 

 
Respiration refers to the process during which the plant takes up oxygen (O2) and releases carbon dioxide 

(CO2). 
 

Photosynthesis 

 
Photosynthesis refers to the chemical reaction that takes place when the plant takes up CO2, which 

combines with water molecules in the plant to produce carbohydrates, which is food for the plant.  O2 is 
released during this process. 

 

 

In the open and under shade-cloth or in open seedbeds, the ambient air movement is sufficient to 
aerate plants.  In structures such as tunnels, ventilation becomes important.  Ventilation extracts 
from tunnels ‘old’ air, which may have an excess of O2 or CO2 produced by plants during the day 
and night respectively, thereby maintaining a balanced environment. 

 

 
Figure 1.1: Tunnels with Extractor Fans 

 
2.3. Light 

 
All plants require light for growth to take place.  Light is essential for photosynthesis, while light 
quality, which is determined by the wavelength of the light, influences germination. 

 
Plants in structures, such as greenhouses and shade-houses, require adequate light for the 

process of photosynthesis.  If the plant does not receive enough light, which may be due to 
shading or over-crowding, it displays symptoms of retarded growth. 

 

In seed germination, red light, with a wavelength of 660 nanometre (nm), is used in chambers to 
stimulate germination.  Fluorescent tubes are commonly used as an artificial source for red light 

for this purpose.  These lights are used extensively and kept on for as long as possible.  It is not 
uncommon to have lights on 24 hours a day, week-round. 
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The depth of sowing also determines the time seeds take to geminate, because light cannot 
penetrate deeply into the soil. 

 

With no or inadequate light, weak seedlings of poor quality are produced.  These seedlings display 
an excessive elongation, referred to as etiolation. 

 

 
Figure 1.2: Light in Germination Room 
 

2.4. Temperature 
 

If heat and light, which cause an increase in temperature, is not controlled properly, plants may 
suffer from heat injury.  The ideal temperature for propagation is 29°C, and it must be monitored 

closely. 

 
In propagation chambers the temperature can often be maintained at this ideal level by keeping 

lights on for longer.  Heaters are used in some areas.  The heat increases humidity in the 
chambers when trays are drenched and or floors are dampened. 

 

2.5. Moisture 
 

Moisture is essential for germination and healthy plant growth. 
 

Too much water deprives the plant roots of oxygen, and can promote the development of diseases 

such as root rot, damping off, and collar rot.  The other extreme is insufficient water supply which 
is detrimental to all plants, but even more so to young seedlings.  A uniform and constant water 

supply is required for seed germination to produce healthy and vigorous seedlings, and for 
seedlings to grow into healthy plants. 

 
In all propagation methods, the properties of the growth-medium determine the quality and 

quantity of water that will be available for uptake by the plant.  A good medium is one that has a 

low salinity level, a good water holding capacity, which is the amount of water that the medium 
retains, of between 55% and 60%, and the ability to make water available and to allow lateral 
water movement. 
 

In the case of germination, the seed – and seedling at a later stage – has to be kept in media 

wetted to field capacity, being the maximum amount of water that a particular soil can hold.  The 
moisture level in the plant at the time of budding (grafting) is critical for the survival of the bud.  A 

healthy and normal sap flow in the plant integrates the bud easily with the plant. 
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Chapter 1 
 

� Propagation means the multiplication of plants of a specific type. 

� Environmental conditions that must be controlled during plant propagation are humidity, aeration, 
light quality and quantity, temperature and moisture. 

� Humidity is important for a plant to carry on metabolic processes at desired rates. 
� Plants require an environment with sufficient oxygen and carbon dioxide for respiration and 

photosynthesis, respectively, to take place.  Tunnels in which plants are propagated are ventilated. 

� All plants require light for photosynthesis.  Red light is used to stimulate seed germination. 
� The temperature during germination must ideally be maintained at 29°C to optimise growth and 

prevent heat injury. 
� A uniform and constant supply of good quality water is required for the propagation of healthy 

plants.  Over-irrigating seedlings is as dangerous as under-irrigating. 

 

 

Complete activity 1 in the Learner Workbook. 
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Chapter 2 
 

After completing this chapter, the learner will be able to: 
 

Identify appropriate propagation methods and applicable tools for specific agricultural 

production systems 

 

 
1. Introduction 

 
In this chapter, the various methods used in propagation are described, along with the tools that are 

required.  The choice of methods depends on the propagator and his goals. 

 
2. Means of Propagation 

 
Plants are able to propagate in two ways, both of which are used in the commercial propagation of sub-

tropical fruit plants.  These means are through: 
 

• Sexual propagation 

• Asexual propagation 

 

2.1. Sexual Propagation 
 

Sexual propagation means that the male cells produced by the pollen, fertilises the female 
reproductive cells, called ova (singular: ovum) in the ovule and an embryo is formed, which is 

part of a seed.  This is called plant embryo genesis, which literally means the creation of the 

embryo. 
 

 

Ovule 
 

The ovule is a small structure inside the ovary of a seed plant that contains the female reproductive cells 
inside the embryo sac, and which develops into a seed after fertilisation. 

 

Embryo 
 

The embryo is a plant in its earliest stage of development before an organism becomes self-supporting.  
Once the embryo begins to grow out from the seed, or germinate, it is called a seedling. 

 

 

When embryo genesis occurs naturally in the plant as a result of sexual fertilisation, the embryos 
are called zygotic embryos.  The term zygotic embryo derives from the name for a fertilised 

ovum, which is called a zygote. 
 

One zygotic embryo develops as a result of the fusion of the ovum inside the ovule with a male 

cell from the pollen.  Each of these cells will have previously undergone meiosis and carry the 
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genetic material of the parent plants.  On fusion, the zygotic embryo contains the genes of both 
parents and is a hybrid between the two.  The new plant will therefore have characteristics from 

both parent plants, and will be a completely unique new plant. 

 

 

Meiosis 

 
Meiosis is a type of cell division in organisms that reproduce sexually and results in cells with half the 

number of chromosomes of the original cell. 

 
The ovule develops into a seed, which germinates and give rise to a seedling. 

 

In the ovule, the embryo sac is contained within the nucellus, which is surrounded by a 
membrane.  The nucellus cells that surround the embryo are rich in various nutrients and plant 

growth regulator substances, often referred to as plant hormones.  The nucellus acts as a 
nutritional source that sustains the initial embryo development. 

 

In some sub-tropical fruit, a somewhat unusual process occurs where some of the nucellar cells 
develop into nucellar embryos.  The number can vary, with up to six nucellar embryos 
developing in some cultivars.  These cells do not undergo meiosis and contain the full set of 
maternal chromosomes, meaning that the nucellar embryos are deemed to be the same as the 

mother plant.  For this reason, seed can be used in the production of true-to-type rootstocks. 
 

 

 

Rootstock 
 

Rootstock means the root or part of a root used for plant propagation.  In reference to grafting, the 
rootstock is that part of a grafted plant that supplies the aboveground plant parts. 

 

2.2. Asexual Propagation 

 
Asexual propagation is when plants are propagated not through seed, but through existing plant 

material.  When a plant is propagated in this way, it has exactly the same characteristics as the 
plant from which the material was taken. 

 

This process is also referred to as vegetative propagation or plant tissue culture.  Plant cells 
are forced to divide and grow during vegetative propagation.  These cells are called somatic 

cells, which are physically formed cells derived from actual plant cells. 
 

Plants are propagated asexually for the following reasons: 
 

• Preserving the genetic characteristics of a particular plant. 
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• Propagating plants that do not produce viable seeds, such as bananas, pineapples, and 

seedless grapes. 

 

• Propagating plants that produce seed that is difficult to germinate or has a very short storage 

life, such as cotoneaster and willow. 
 

• Bypassing the juvenile stage of plant growth when the plants will not flower and bear fruit. 

 
3. Methods of Propagation 

 
The methods generally used to propagate plants commercially are: 
 

• Seed propagation 

• Vegetative propagation 

• Tissue culture propagation 

 
Sub-tropical fruit plant propagation most commonly makes use of a combination of two propagation 

methods, being seed propagation for producing the rootstock in some crops, and vegetative propagation 
using a scion of the required variety for the fruit producing part of the tree.  This allows the propagator 

to make an exact copy of the parent plant, while retaining the advantages of growing plants from seeds, 

such as retaining a strong root system. 
 

Grafting and air layering are techniques most used for vegetative propagation of sub-tropical fruit. 
 

 

Grafting 
 

Grafting refers to any process of inserting a part of one plant into or onto another plant in such a way that 

they will unite and grow as a single unit. 
 

Air layering 
Layering is the process of developing new plantlets by rooting stems that are attached to a mother plant. 

Root initiation during layering may be induced by exclusion of light and by various mechanical treatments 
including notching and girdling to slow or block the movement of carbohydrates, hormones and other 

transported chemicals in the plant. Ultimately the rooted stems are detached forming a new plant on its’ 

own.  

 
A plant part, or scion, is grafted onto the rootstock seedling.  The scion then grows to form the fruit-

producing part of the plant.  The scion is taken from a plant of the variety of fruit that the grower 
eventually wishes to produce.  The scion that is used in sub-tropical fruit propagation may be a bud, or 

bud-eye, of a few buds on a piece of branch that is inserted into a cut on the seedling or rooted cutting.   

 
The advantages of this dual propagation method can be summed up as follows: 
 

• Cultivar and Variety Development – Cultivars and varieties are developed and perfected over 
many years of breeding and selection, and have superior horticultural characteristics, such as the 

ability to produce fruit of high external and internal quality.  These characteristics must be retained 

consistently during propagation, and vegetative propagation is more effective in this regard, because 
the new plant is an exact copy of the original plant. 
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• Adaptability to Soil – Sub-tropical fruit plants are grown in a variety of soil types.  Certain traits of 
the plant determine its ability to survive and grow in less than ideal soil conditions, such as its 
rooting pattern, tolerance to salinity or acidity, drought tolerance, and pathogen (disease) 

resistance.  These are the required traits of the rootstock, meaning that certain rootstocks are able 

to adapt better to soil conditions than others, and better than the plant of the actual cultivar or 
variety that is being grown. 

 
• Genetic Segregation – With few exceptions, seeds do not produce true-to-type seedlings, 

meaning that seedlings are not identical in all aspects to the plant from which the seed was taken.  

A seed is formed from the pollen (male) from one plant and the ovum (female) of another plant, in 
other words two parents were involved, and both parents contribute characteristics to the embryo, 

or seed.  Although there is a possibility that the seedling will have superior characteristics, more 
than likely it will be inferior. 
 

• Prolonged Juvenility – Plants propagated through seed takes a longer time, from 5 to 8 years, to 

reach maturity and to bear fruit. 
 

• Excessive Vigour and Thorniness – Plants propagated through seed may grow too vigorously, 

and in subtropical plants for example produce long and hard thorns. 

 
 

3.1. Seed Propagation 
 

Seed is the manner in which most plants propagate naturally, and has therefore always been the 
most common means of propagation.  In sub-tropical fruit production, seed may be used to 

produce rootstocks.  A seedling, or seedlings, develops from a seed, which is then used as 

rootstock for the qualities that it transmits to the scion and ultimately to the fruit, and for its 
adaptability to the soil. 

 
Seed propagation produces disease-free plants and represents a crucial stage in the production 

cycle.  The process begins with seed germination, which is dependent on environmental factors as 

discussed in chapter 1, and on seed viability, meaning the ability of the seed to germinate and 
grow into a seedling. 

 
Seeds used for rootstock come from a tree with known and desired qualities.  Seed from common, 

edible sub-tropical fruit fruits can be used for growing rootstock plants at home, but are generally 
not recommended for commercial purposes. 

 

Rootstock cultivars have been identified, or developed through breeding programs, which may not 
have edible fruit, but are excellent rootstock plants.  There are many hundreds of selections, 
however for commercial purposes, only a few are used worldwide.  In Southern Africa the 
following rootstocks are most commonly used: 

 

• Beaumont (695) in Macadamias 

• Peach and Sabre in Mangoes 

• Duke 7, Thomas, Merensky series, Velvick and Bounty in Avocados 

• Litchi propagation is mostly through air layering, and no common rootstocks are known 

 
Seed can either be purchased from certified sources or the propagator can establish and maintain 

trees for rootstock seed production to assure uniformity of rootstocks year after year.   
 

Rootstock seeds are extracted from mature and ripe fruits.  Seeds are separated from the 
accompanying pulp by repeated washing. 

 

Extracted seeds are surface-sterilised, air-dried and vacuum-packed for storage.  Properly treated 
and packaged seeds can be stored in a refrigerator at 5°C for long periods of up to a year with 

little loss in viability. 
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Seed are planted in a sterile river-sand bed or into pasteurised growing medium in either open 
beds or in separate bags, where they are watered regularly. Inferior plants are removed and only 

vigorous ones are selected for budding. 

 
3.2. Vegetative Propagation 

 
Grafting is the main method of vegetative propagation used on sub-tropical fruit around the world 

and in South Africa. 
 

3.2.1. Budding 

 
Budding is the method where the bud-eye, along with some bark is taken from a bud 

stick, referred to as bud-wood, and inserted into the rootstock seedling.  The bud-wood, 
which forms the fruit bearing part of the tree, referred to as the scion, is cut from a plant 
of the selected fruit variety with desirable traits. 

 
Budding is done when the bark of the rootstock is "slipping", meaning when the bark 

separates easily from the wood.  The most appropriate period for budding in South African 
nurseries that use shade-houses is from end August to April.  In the case of plants that 

are kept in greenhouses with a controlled environment, the bark slips anytime the plant is 
actively growing, which is practically year-round. 

 

In commercial sub-tropical fruit propagation, bud-wood should be obtained only from 
sources that are free of viruses and diseases. These sources should be strictly managed 

and regularly tested and evaluated for presence of diseases.  New sources of scion 
material are kept in quarantine to prevent the spread of diseases, from or to other sub-

tropical fruit areas.  The material is first ‘cleaned’ of all known diseases before being 

released for propagation purposes. 
 

 

Apical Dominance 
 

Apical dominance refers to powerful tip growth that suppresses the growth of lateral buds. 

 

 
Incompatibility between the rootstock and the scion is a possible problem that can occur.  

The selection of combinations has to be done taking this factor into account.   
 

Note that apart from incompatibility, certain rootstocks may be suitable with certain 
varieties only in certain areas, but not in others.  Sometimes cultivar change is required on 

older trees in orchards.  This procedure is referred to as top-working and involves grafting 

a scion of a new cultivar onto the existing trees. 
 

3.2.2. Cuttings 
 

Sub-tropical fruit propagation by cuttings is not common in commercial nurseries, but 

macadamia trees may be produced by the use of cuttings.  However, it is another method 
that produces true-to-type trees of high quality. 
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Cuttings are only propagated in a controlled environment where humidity levels are 
between 80% and 95%, and not uncommonly at 100%.  Required temperatures for 

successful propagation through this method are between 27°C and 32°C. 

 
A section of the plant is cut either from the rootstock seedling or the scion variety, treated 

in a fungicide mix and the end dipped in a growth hormone, for example Seradix B.  The 
cutting is then planted in a growth-medium for rooting.  Weeks later rooting takes place 

and the rooted cutting can be transferred to a hardening-off area. 
 

The disadvantage of this method is that it is management intensive and requires 

expensive structures and high-tech equipment. 
 

3.2.3. Shoot Tip Grafting 
 
In sub-tropical fruit propagation, shoot-tip grafting is the method used to eliminate any 

viruses that could be hosted in the plant material. This method is not commonly used in 
the subtropical industry, but the subtropical plants industry relies on this method. There is 

a lag time between the movements of viruses in plant cells compared to the speed of cells 
dividing in plants.  This means that new cells, particularly in the meristem of new buds, 

can be removed before viruses reach them.  One is therefore able to graft the virus free 
portion of the meristem of a bud onto a virus free rootstock, thus producing ‘clean’ plant 

material for commercial propagation. 

 
3.2.4 Air Layering 

 
Layering in when a portion of an aerial stem grows roots while still attached to the parent 

plant and then detaches as an independent plant. The layering process involves wounding 

the target region to expose the inner stem and optionally applying rooting hormones. The 
rooting process may take from several weeks to a year. 

Layering is more complicated than taking cuttings, but has the advantage that the 
propagated portion can continue to receive water and nutrients from the parent plant 

while roots are formed.  

In air layering (or marcotting), the target region is wounded and then surrounded in a 
moisture-retaining wrapper such as sphagnum moss, which is further surrounded in a 

moisture barrier such as polyethylene film. When sufficient roots have grown from the 
wound, the stem from the parent plant is removed and planted. 

 
3.3. Tissue Culture Propagation 

 

Tissue culture propagation, also called micro-propagation, refers to procedures used to maintain 
and grow plants aseptically in an in-vitro culture.  This is when plant cells are removed from an 

existing plant and new plants are grown from these cells in a controlled laboratory environment.  
This method is generally not used by commercial nurseries as techniques discussed above have 
proved adequate and economically viable. 
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Figure 2.1: Rooted and Budded Rootstock in Test Tubes 

 
Although producing a superior plant compared to those propagated by means of seedlings, tissue 

culture is used only for the production of a pathogen free plant material.  The limiting factor is the 

costs associated with establishing and running such facilities. 
4. Propagation Tools 

 
The following tools are used in the propagation methods described above: 

 

• Budding Knife – A razor sharp knife used to make cuts on the seedlings and to cut off the bud-

eye.  The knife must always be sharp and in a good working condition to prevent tissue damage to 
the plant when cutting through it.  If tissue damage occurs, the graft will most likely fail. 

 
• Budding Tape – Clear polyethylene strips, used to maximise contact between the bud and the 

rootstock until the union and the healing is complete.  It also prevents drying and excess water from 

getting in and rotting the bud. 
 

• Pruning Shears – Bud-wood is cut using pruning shears.  Pruning shears are also used where 
cuttings are used for propagation. 
 

• Sharpening Stone – All blades become blunt with use and require periodic sharpening.  A 

sharpening stone, or wet stone, and honing oil are required. 

 
• Sterilisation Liquid – Knives and shears must be periodically cleaned and sterilised properly with a 

solution of 10% bleach (Jik). 
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5. Sanitation 

 

The propagation of a sub-tropical fruit tree, most commonly, begins with raising the rootstock.  At this 
stage, the plant is at a vulnerable stage.  Growth takes place in a warm and humid environment that is 

also conducive to the development and growth of pathogens that cause diseases.   
 

To prevent the infection by pathogens, sanitation and sterilisation is essential. 
 

Seeds may be an entry point for diseases, and the propagator must ensure that they are treated with 

fungicides.  The recommendation to prevent this is as follows: 
 

• Heat treat seeds in water at 51.5°C for 10 minutes 

• Dip seeds in 8-hydroxy-quinoline sulphate (1% a.i.) for 5 to 10 minutes 

• Surface dry the seeds slowly in a cool, shaded location 

• Vacuum-pack the seeds in plastic bags and store at 5°C 

 
Although seed treatment reduces the possibility of infections, infected fruits should be avoided when 

collecting seeds.  Only healthy fruit still hanging on the tree are to be used, as rotten fruit and fruit lying 

on the ground might diseases and contaminate the medium. 
 

Sanitation treatment is extended to the media used, the containers, floors and benches.  Propagation 
media, such as perlite and vermiculite, are sterile and classified as very low-risk by virtue of the 

temperatures they are subjected to during their processing. 
 

For budding and cuttings, sterilisation of pruning shears and budding knives ensures that the 

propagation material remains virus-free.  Sterilisation is accomplished by cleaning tools thoroughly with 
clean water and wiping the blades with a solution of 10% chlorine bleach (Jik).  The solution should not 

be kept for more than five hours.  A wetted cotton swab kept in a capsule is used to periodically treat 
propagation tools during nursery operations.  Tools should be sterilised every time varieties are 

changed. 

 
Because the bleach solution (Jik) is corrosive to most metals, sterilised tools must be rinsed in clean tap 

water, dried thoroughly and given a light coating of protective oil at the end of the day to prevent rust.  
A mixture consisting of 390ml clean tap water, 100ml clear vinegar, and 10ml oil provides long-term 

protection from rust.  Blunt knives and pruning shears must be sharpened using a sharpening stone. 
 

 

 

Chapter 2 
 

� Plants can propagate through sexual (seeds) and asexual (vegetative using plant parts) means. 

� In sub-tropical fruit, seed propagation and vegetative propagation is used together to produce new 
plants. 

� Seed propagation is used to produce seedlings that are used as rootstock. 

� Vegetative propagation is used to graft a bud or scion of the fruit cultivar onto the rootstock 

seedling, referred. 

� Seeds from specific cultivars with desired qualities are used for producing rootstocks. 

� Seeds can be bought from certified sources, or extracted from the fruit of rootstock trees that have 

been established for this purpose. 

� Seeds are propagated in sand seedbeds in the open, or in seed trays in germination rooms. 
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� Grafting is done by various methods but entails the tightening of a scion piece onto the rootstock.  
� After about two weeks the wrapping is removed, and if the union was successful, growth energy is 

directed to the bud by looping or topping the rootstock seedling. 

� Plants are staked for support and directed growth. 
� Propagating plants through cuttings involves treating the lower tip of a twig of a plant with growth 

hormones, planting it in a growth medium and allowing it to form roots. 
� Tissue culture propagation in sub-tropical fruit involves growing plants from a micro-portion of plant 

material in-vitro in a laboratory. 
� Propagation tools that are commonly used are grafting knives, tape, pruning shears, a sharpening 

stone and sterilisation liquid. 

� Propagation tools must be sterilised to prevent the development of pathogens. 

 

 

Complete activity 2 in the Learner Workbook. 
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Chapter 3 
 

After completing this chapter, the learner will be able to: 

 
Distinguish between successful and unsuccessful propagation under specific agricultural 

production contexts 

 

1. Introduction 

 
Propagation is an important process in sub-tropical fruit production, and its success is determined by the 

end-result.  There exist set standards for avocado and macadamia trees sold by nurseries in South 
Africa.  Accredited nurseries produce trees that comply with these standards and any trees that do not 

meet these requirements, are considered substandard. 

 
2. Indicators of Successful Propagation 

 
• Trueness-to-Type – The horticultural traits of the plant and particularly the fruit, such as yield, 

shape, size and internal quality, should be identical to those of the mother plant in a given 

environment. 
 

• Freedom from Pathogens and Pests – Viruses, bacteria and certain pests are a threat to the 
survival of the sub-tropical fruit industry and must not be present in propagated plant material.  

Once a plant has been infected, the pathogen may become part of the plant, which could then 
spread to adjacent plants or orchards.  From the orchards it could spread to adjacent farms and 

later on to other production regions.  Propagating plant material from an accredited source will 
ensure success. 

 

• Healthy Plants – The young nursery tree should have a healthy root system free of root diseases 

such as Phytophthora root rot.  The stem should be straight with no rootstock side-shoots.  The 
leaves should be green indicating a good nutritional status. 

 
The South African sub-tropical growers’ association, Subtrop, has the responsibility of ensuring that 

plant material complies with all of the above criteria 
 

3. Indicators of Unsuccessful Propagation 

 
Failure to produce trees that meet set standards is a potential source of conflict between the propagator 

and the sub-tropical fruit farmer, who may suffer financial loss as a result. 
 

Although not common, mutant expressions, such as fruit and / or leaf variegations and fruit 

deformation, are deviations from the desired traits. 
 

Dead buds, diseased plants, mixed cultivars, and inferior plants are the main indicators of unsuccessful 
propagation. 

 
Unsuccessful propagation indicators are not to be viewed from a completely negative perspective.  

Cultivar development and improvement programs around the world have made use of some of these 
deviations to produce new cultivars.  
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4. Environmental Factors for Successful Propagation 

 

Good and rapid growth is important for both the propagator (nurseryman) and the fruit producer 
(farmer) since trees are brought to bear fruit sooner.  To produce such a tree, environmental conditions 

must be regulated. 
 

The environmental conditions described in chapter 1 must be maintained to ensure successful 
propagations of healthy, disease-free, and true-to-type plants. 

 

 

Chapter 3 
 

� Indicators of successful propagation are trueness-to-type, freedom from pathogens and pests, and 

the health of the plant. 
� Indicators of unsuccessful propagation are deviations from type, diseased plants, mixed cultivars 

and inferior plant quality. 
� Environmental conditions must be maintained to ensure successful propagation. 

 

 

Complete activities 3 and 4 in the Learner Workbook. 
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